
Society for Cyberabad Security Council
Vision:
We strive to make Hyderabad and Cyberabad a safe and secure city to support its endeavor 
to become a world class IT destination through implementing proactive and preventative 
initiatives, excellence in surveillance techniques adopting the latest technology and 
tools, partnering with and educating all stakeholders and facilitate effective participation 
of all concerned. The areas of focus are : Personal safety, particularly Women safety, IT 
infrastructure safety, Traffic safety, Cyber safety, Information and Business continuity from 
a public infrastructure stand point.
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August 2022 has been a very refreshing 
month for all Indians  – whose patriotic spirit 
rose above everything else. Irrespective 
of  age, creed, caste, culture or religion,   
every one has participated in Vajrotsavalu 
– Celebrating 75 years of Independence.   It 
has been a great experience for the police 
force to mingle with public and  participate 

in many events – like  participating in the Bike Rally with over 
500+  bikes, Mass Singing of National Anthem involving everyone 
at many traffic  junctions involving every enthusiastic citizen 
and one of the highlight has been  having a Band from Dogra 
Regiment playing national anthem.  We also had the traditional 
Flag hoisting event at the Commissionerate office and the chief 
guest for the occasion, was none other than the  education 
minister of Telangana.

Ganesh Chavithi celebrations went on for 9 days & went off 
peacefully. Our police team has done a tremendous job to ensure 
that it is incident free event.

Last month, it was another significant step for Cyberabad Cyber 
crimes wing, having  cracked a big cyber criminals heist operating 
from Kolkata, affecting citizens of multiple countries through 
their  crimes – operating a fake call centre, conning citizens of 
other countries and the main promoters are  from Hyderabad city.  
Cracking of this case involved dealing with multiple agencies, 
systematically built up evidence and finally cracked the whip.

This is  yet   Another case of  strengthening of our capabilities 
in Cyber crimes detection and stood as benchmark in this area. I 
request all CEOs and CXOs to nominate their IS Professionals to 
the Cyber Security Forum, so that it is mutually beneficial to the 
Law enforcement agency and the industry as a whole.

MeSSAge froM CHAIrMAn

Sri M. Stephen raveendra, IPS., Commissioner of Police, Cyberabad 
Honorary Chairman, SCSC

It gives me great sense of pride and also a 
sense of privilege, that  this generation is part 
of so much developed society and could see 
the 76 year old Independent, vibrant India, 
while we have celebrated 76th Independence 
day on August 15th 2022. What we do not 
acknowledge fully is that all this was possible 
due to the tremendous efforts put up by our 

earlier generations and due to their efforts, we have had notable 
revolutions – namely white revolution, green revolution, round 
revolution, grey revolution and to be on record, 16 revolutions and 
the number of revolutions are growing. This has benefited this 
generation as well as future generations to come. This generation 
is the biggest beneficiary of the fruits of all this evolution. 
Information & Technology has still not been termed as revolution 
officially and I am sure one day it will be.  

All this was possible due to our yester generations hard work 
and we are really enjoying the benefits of the revolutions. That 
takes me back to one fundamental question – is this generation 
generously giving back to society? Are more and more people 
coming forward to become a volunteer and contribute as a 
volunteer?  If I look back as a volunteer, where I started way back 
in 2006 with SCSC, the whole journey was very gratifying & gave 
me tremendous satisfaction. It was one of my biggest stress 
busters and I have enjoyed every moment of my volunteer ship.

One need to realize that volunteering does not involve money in 
most of the cases, it could be intellectual knowledge sharing, it 
could be an investment in terms of personal time & efforts –

I request member companies to depute their employees to 
become volunteers & contribute in various activities of SCSC – be 
it a Traffic volunteer, Women safety volunteer or Cyber security 
volunteer. I can assure you that you will get immense satisfaction 
to help an unknown person/s and one has to experience this joy!!.

MeSSAge froM SeCreTAry generAl

Sri Krishna yedula 
Secretary General, SCSC
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WoMen’S forUM gUArdIAnSHIP of THe forUM

Kavita dara, IPS
DCP - Women & CSW
Cyberabad

Pratyusha Sharma
Joint Secretary
SCSC

The proactive forum which is the touch base 
for addressing issues related to women safety 
and security, works with member business 
entities for collectively and cohesively 
arriving at solutions for working women 
issues in IT corridor.

As part of Knowledge Sharing Session, 
for Margadarshaks & Sanghamitras, 
invited speaker Suguna Chunduri on 
Aug 6. Suguna passionately works in 
the areas of Women’s Safety & Issues, 
protecting their rights, and teaches 
Human Values. She recently started an 
NGO who works heart to heart to create 
a network of like-minded individuals to 
help the needy.

Launched 1st Short Film Contest on 
Women’s Safety. Applications are 
invited to make a short film to bring 
awareness on issues faced by women in 
60-120 seconds.

As part of improving SHE Shuttle 
services, women volunteers took up 
task to monitor utilization of SHE 
Shuttle, its upkeep and noted feedback 
from commuters.

SAfeTy & SeCUrITy forUM gUArdIAnSHIP of THe forUM

K Shilpavalli
DCP Madhapur
Cyberabad

B.V.dinakar
Joint Secretary
SCSC

The design of the forum is conceptualized and works as the 
operative body of the council that diversity the proactive 
strategies of the Council and channelized through the events, 
projects / initiatives and programs that are planned monthly.
The SCSC sustainable social entrepreneurship is driven 
through different planned initiatives and programs by the 
forums with definite goals and objectives, guided through able 
leadership. The forum created so works towards fulfilling the 
vision statement of the council.

SCSC& Cyberabad Police felicitated winners of first 
edition of Short Film Contest on Drug Abuse on 23rd 
July, SCSC & Cyberabad Police Commissionerate, 
felicitated the winners of the Short Film contest on Drug 
Abuse. This Contest was conducted by SCSC along 
with Cyberabad Police Commissionerate, with a view 
to create an awareness among  all sections of society, 
on the growing menace of drug abuse affecting various 
sections of the society. Many young people responded  
to the theme and participated using their creativity.

Addressing the gathering, SCSC has taken several 
initiatives since 2006 for the safety and security of the 
IT industry and  the society. In order to create awareness 
on drug abuse, SCSC  has decided to conduct this 
contest and spread the message through short films 
in social media,  public spaces like theatres, malls, 

HR in the Digital world has been  proactively adopting 
technology for most of their processes- from Hiring to 
onboarding to  assessments to Background verification 
and conducting interviews.
This facilitated speedy turn around and helped a lot 
of processes to go online, helped organizations cut 
costs and improved the productivity of HR. With every 
opportunity of change and process improvement, there 
comes challenges- one of them being,  impersonation  
in the talent acquisition process,  bringing discredit to 
the process and organization paying a cost to this kind 
of integrity issues. 
We, at SCSC, have taken proactive steps in the past 
for handling many issues concerning the industry 
would like to invite you for an interactive session 
with the Cyberabad Police commissioner ate.  
We would like to thank all the CXO & HR Heads who 
could make it despite heavy rains on 22nd July, for 
the interactive session on Impersonation in hiring 
process, at Cyberabad Commissionerate.  Industry 
representatives expressed that this trend has grown to 
higher levels due to the Pandemic & after that - they had 

schools, colleges etc. More than 70 videos have been 
submitted as a response from the public . The selection 
took place through  qualified Jury members consisting 
of multiple senior Police officials, a psychologist and 
security heads of a few multinational companies.“

The winners and titles were:
I am not Alone  -  Maasala Sarath Chandra
Hell and Heaven – Orion IT Park Team
C/o Dustbin – Bandari Arun Kumar
Ten consolation prizes were awarded and participation 
certificates were given to all the participants.

As part of I-Day celebrations, SCSC received 
overwhelming support  from the Security Heads from 
various organisations like Wipro, ICICI Banks 

Short film Contest on drug Abuse - Winners 
felicitation

An Interactive session on Impersonation frauds during hiring : on 22nd July 2022 
to rely on technology for screening candidates and this 
has given a rise to this menace and each one of them 
have shared the kinds of frauds that are taking place. 
Addressing the gathering, DCP Kalmesh Shingenawar 
said that impersonation comes under cyber crime 
and it is high time that companies start addressing 
this issue and start bringing this to the cyber police.    
Mr Krishna Yedula, Secretary General, SCSC said that 
SCSC has taken several initiatives since 2006 for 
the safety and security of the IT industry and SCSC 
is happy to join hands with Hysea & Nasscom to 
address the growing menace of fraudulent methods 
of seeking job in IT industry at various levels. 
Ms Manisha Saboo, President Hysea said that 
Hyderabad city has an excellent eco system of police 
support and she is glad that another proactive step has 
been taken up by SCSC along with Cyberabad Police. 
Addressing the occasion, Commissioner of Police, 
Mr Stephen Raveendra said fraudulent methods like 
impersonation, fake profiles etc adopted by the job 
seekers is worse than virus and this is spreading due 
to the industry’s reluctance even to acknowledge the 

problem and seek the support of police. He said that 
the issues raised by the industry are serious crimes 
and come under section 419, 66 A & D of IT act & 
also section 420 of IPC. Suggested that the industry 
should come forward and complain, so that the police 
can create a database of these fraudsters, see the 
pattern and find out whether there is an organised 
hand behind this kind of menace, so that if the big 
hands are caught, then it would see a reversal of this 
trend. He suggested that the industry should think it 
over and come back with a solid action plan and police 

are available to extend every support they require.  
Further, a note capturing the types of impersonation 
issues happening, methods, causes and probable 
solutions is appended herewith for the benefit of our 
members.  As conveyed in the meeting, corporates 
may report these incidents to Cyberabad Police either 
directly or through your hiring consultants. Alternatively, 
you may share the details of fraudulent candidates to 
Cyberabad Police through SCSC by sending an email to 
report.issues@scsc.in so that an analysis can be carried 
out by Police.
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CyBer SeCUrITy forUM gUArdIAnSHIP of THe forUM

Kalmeswar, IPS
DCP - Crimes
Cyberabad

Cyber Security forum focuses on hacking 
prevention, incident handling, forensics and 
post-event public relations, with presentations 
delivered by nationally-recognized experts.

Completion of dIlSey 2nd batch
On 3rd Sep,  SCSC &  Cyberabad Police Commissionerate, together  have felicitated the Best Dilsey  volunteers who 
have been supporting Cyber Security Forum of SCSC in various initiatives & 2nd batch of DiLSEY batch participants 
have been certified.  

SCSC in association with the Cyberabad Police has presented the Certificates to the pass outs of Batch II  qualified 
Volunteers from IT / ITES Industry, besides several volunteers with varied backgrounds. 

102 DilSeY Volunteers of SCSC were presented with Certificates by DCP Kalmeshwar Shingenavar,  IPS., & ADCP 
Ritiraj, IPS along with Krishna Yedula, Secretary General SCSC.

There is a paradigm shift in the way crimes are taking place in cyber world as compared to conventional crimes.  
Society is  witnessing an upward  trend in cyber crimes  during the last few  years.  Today, India has approximately  1.18 
billion mobile connections, 700+ million Internet users, and 750 million smartphones and this number is increasing on 
day to day basis. All these users have an access to internet and all transactions that can take place on internet like  

Abhishek Kumar
Joint Secretary
SCSC

Online  Transactions, expose themselves to social 
media etc, but most of them are not  familiar with 
precautions to be taken while they are active on 
net / social media and this segment is exploited by 
Cyber Criminals.

This program envisages that 1000s of DiLSEY 
volunteers are trained and they fan out to various 
sections of society and educate the users about 
precautions they need to take while they access 
internet and social media, in short cyber safety. 

The Society for Cyberabad Security Council 
in association with the Cyberabad Police had 
initiated a Program “DiLSeY – Digital Literacy to 
Secure Youth” to create an awareness about the 
Cyber Crimes, its effects and how to be safe from 
them, among all sections of society, that includes 
students, women, senior citizens and for that 
matter whoever is an user of smart phone. These 
DiLSeY Trainers will be imparting awareness to all 
sections of society about the Cyber safety. 

SCSC has trained about 102 IT / ITES Employees 
& other volunteers from various walks of like  in 
its Second  batch of training, and they are ready 
to educate and create an awareness about the 
Cyber Crimes related to social media, Online Apps, 
Games, Fraudulent Links, smartphone addiction 
etc.  During the past 6 months, Cyber Security 
forum of SCSC along with Cyberabad Police have 
trained more than 15000 youth on cyber safety. 

Whoever wants to become a Dilsey  volunteer 
can send an email to cybersec@scsc.in or call 
9000981506
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IndePendenCe dAy VAJroTSAVAlU
A series of programmes were held to mark 

the 75 Jubilant years of Independence

freedom run 4K - 11th August 2022
Organized jointly by GHMC, Cyberabad Police and SCSC tomorrow from Hitex Metal Charminar to Bio Diversity Jn. 

Cyberabad Police, SCSC and HCg conducts a Patriotic ride on 14th August 2022
To Celebrate India’s 75th Independence Day, HCG (Hyderabad Cyclists Group) and SCSC (Society for Cyber Security Council) 
came forward in organising HCG SCSC Patriotic Ride, a 110KM Cycle Ride in a 2x2 formation with Indian flags mounted to the 
Cycles and dedicate this ride to the country. The purpose of the event is to promote cycling and patriotism. The Event took 
place on 14th August 2022, with 360 Registrations and flagged off at Suchitra Junction. 

Sri Srinivasa Rao Garu, DCP Traffic Cyberabad flagged off the Patriotic 
Ride at Decathlon Kompally along with Shilpavali, DCP, Sri Krishna 
Yedula Garu, Vice Chairman of SCSC, Sri KP Vivekananda Garu, MLA 
Quthbullapur, Sri Marri Laxman Reddy Garu, Chairman MLR Group of 
Institutions and HPCL Team. 

The Event was successful with enthusiastic participants from different 
age groups including School Kids (7 children below 15 years), Senior 
Citizens (60+ and 70+), Students, Professionals and Armed Forces. 
Riders from different cities like Bangalore, Vijayawada and Warangal had 
shown a lot of enthusiasm towards the ride. 

The event was conducted in association with SCSC, Cyberabad Police, 
and supported by RED FM, HPCL, AIG Hospitals, Decathlon and ODP 
Studios. Cyberabad Traffic Police gave immense support for all the riders 
during the entire course of the event. AIG Hospitals supported the ride 
with Ambulance and Paramedics, Decathlon Supported with Venue, RED 
FM was exclusive radio partner, HPCL was Hydration partner and ODP 
Studioz broadcasted the event live.

With a never conducted ride before by another Cycling Group and with a 
massive success of the HCG SCSC Patriotic Ride, HCG aims for a LIMCA 
Book of Record. HCG and SCSC together looking forward to promote 
cycling in the city with many more interesting and engaging events in 
the future.

Mass recitation of national Anthem @ Wipro Circle
As part of ongoing Diamond Jubilee Celebrations of 75 Glorious Years 
of Independance, Cyberabad Metropolitan Police in collaboration with 
GHMC and SCSC organized a Mass Recitation of National Anthem on 
16th August at 11am. IT Parks, Companies, Gated community, Colony 
residents and public enthusiastically participated. A special band from 
Dogra Regiment played the band for the National Anthem.
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BASIC lIfe SUPPorT TrAInIng 
By SCSC And AIg HoSPITAlS

The 43rd batch of Basic Life Support 
(BLS) was conducted on the 27th August 
by SCSC and AIG at the Cyberabad Police 
Commissionerate.

28 volunteers were trained as first 
responders as part of this training 
programme. 

Few topics covered in the training 
were Basic Life Support, Triage, Collar 
Application, Active Bleeding Control (ABC), 
Fracture Management at site, Bandaging 
and splinting, Lifting and moving etc.

Traffic officials said every month about 
25-30 persons die in hospitals while 
undergoing treatment for the injuries 
sustained in road accidents. This stresses 
the need for basic first aid including the 
skills and knowledge on how to observe 
and handle the injured at the accident site. 

Healthcare with Hr Heads
Human Resources, EHS and Facility Head interacted 
with moderator and panelists on healthcare 
of employees in association with Continental 
Hospitals.
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TrAffIC forUM
The forum which is the spearhead for 
traffic safety and security has evolved 
over the last two years, with a current 
volunteer group of more than 400 from 
the IT corridor and has successfully 
nailed the flow of traffic in favour of the 
community at large.

gUArdIAnSHIP of THe forUM

Venkat Tankasala
Joint Secretary
SCSC

On 25th August,  SCSC &  Cyberabad Police 
Commissionerate, together  have felicitated 
the Best traffic volunteers who have been 
supporting Cyberabad Traffic Police, during the 
past 4 months.  

SCSC, along with Traffic Police  have  introduced 
the concept of Traffic Volunteers in the year 2013 
with the  volunteers enrolled from the IT Industry, 
to support the traffic police for  controlling  the 
ever growing traffic in the IT corridor.   Gradually, 
we have volunteers from Pharma and Health 
Sciences, and other industries including Self 
employed youth and citizens joining in from 
various walks of life to do their bit for the busy 
traffic junctions of Cyberabad. Traffic Forum Programmes in July & August - 2022

S.No. Date Program/Event Venue Timings Chief Guests Participants

1 7/2/2022 BLS & First Aid 
Training Session

AIG Hospitals, 
Kondapur

2:30 PM - 
5:30 PM

SCSC Traffic Volunteers 40

2 8/12/2022 Freedom Run Hitex Metal 
Charminaar, 
Khanamet 
Junction

6 AM - 
9 AM

DCP Madhapur L&O Mrs.Shipavalli, 
Secretary General, Krihna Yedula, 
SCSC, Actor Vishal, Muncipalty 
Officials, Volunteers & General Public.

225

3 8/13/2022 Freedom Ride Madhapur 
- Durgam 
Cheruvu, Cable 
Bridge - Kpkapet 
Gar - Gachibowli 
Stadium

2 PM -    
4 PM

Jt. CP Avinash Mohanty, IPS, DCP 
Traffic, T Srinivasa Rao, IPS, ACP 
Hanumanthu Rao, ACP Raghunandan 
& CI’s Srinivas & Naveen, Secretary 
General, Krishna Yedula, SCSC, 
Volunteers & General Public

150

4 8/14/2022 HCG SCSC 
Patriotic Ride

75KM of 
Cycling with 
300 Cyclists 
(Decathlon 
- Tupran - 
Decathlon)

6 AM -    
3 PM

CP Cyberabad, Stephen Raveendra, 
IPS, DCP Traffic Cyb, T Srinivasa 
Rao, IPS, DCP Madhapur L&O Mrs.
Shipavalli, Secretary General, Krihna 
Yedula, SCSC, MLA Vivekanand, 
Volunteers & General Public.

265

5 8/16/2022 Cyberabad 
Metroplitan 
Police Mass 
Recitation of 
National Anthem

In Madhapur, 
Balanagar, 
Shamshabad 
Zones

11 AM - 
 1 PM

CP Cyberabad, Stephen Raveendra, 
IPS, DCP Traffic Cyb, T Srinivasa 
Rao, IPS, DCP Madhapur L&O Mrs.
Shipavalli, Secretary General, Krihna 
Yedula, SCSC, MLA Arekapudi 
Gandhi, Volunteers & General Public.

5000

Srinivasa Rao, IPS
DCP - Traffic
Cyberabad

5 types of volunteers, who have contributed for the following 
causes between 1st April to 31st July 2022: 

•	 Traffic Volunteers, who regularly support the traffic 
police during the working hours and among them best 
performers, by virtue of no. of hours contributed. 

•	 Second category of volunteers, who support traffic police 
during drunken drives

•	 Volunteers who keep capturing the traffic violations 
regularly from their cameras and post it to traffic police, 
which helps them to raise challans

•	 Traffic Volunteers who support Traffic police during 
any kind of accident situations and helping the accident 
victims (good Samaritan Program) 

•	 IT parks sending their security guards to regulate the 
traffic during peak hours.   
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PArTnerIng WITH SCSC
The SCSC has an open door policy towards any 
organizations who what to partner with the Society and 
provide support in furthering its vision and mission in 
creating a safe and secure environment in Cyberabad 
and making it word-class IT destination.

M. Stephen raveendra, IPS.
Commissioner of Police
Cyberabad
Honorary Chairman, SCSC

Krishna yedula
Centre Head, Virtusa
Secretary general
SCSC

Venkat dinakar
franklin Templeton
Jt. Secretary
Safety & Security forum

Venkat Tankasala
Synchrony financials
Jt. Secretary
Traffic forum

Praveen Polavaram
Berkadia
Treasurer
SCSC

Pratyusha Sharma
Cognizant
Jt. Secretary
Women’s forum

Abhishek Kumar
Microsoft
Jt.Secretary-Cyber Security

Sreesa Bhargava
Welspun group
Jt.Secretary-Manufacturing

Sucheth davuluri
neuland laboratories
Jt.Secretary-Pharma

Manish daya
novotel
Jt.Secretary-Hospitality

Shrawan Kumar gone
K raheja Corp
Jt.Secretary-Infra

dr. rajeev Menon
AIg Hospitals
Jt.Secretary-Healthcare

SHe Shuttle Sponsors:

electronic Arts 
games India Pvt ltd

Providence global 
Center llP

gAr Corporate 
Services Pvt ltd

Virtusa Consulting 
Services Pvt ltd

Harsco India 
Services Pvt ltd 

neUlAnd dlf Cybercity dSM TSIIC

new Members:
•	 enHoPS SolUTIonS PVT lTd
•	 KAgool dATA PVT lIMITed
•	 ASTerTeQ VenTUreS


